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Lead content designer
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Case study 1
Content design: ways of working



Problem statement
How do we integrate content design with 
design?



Before
• Not efficient

• Lots of double-handling

• Inconsistent language

• Mark-ups

• Copy decks

• Figma comments



After
• More efficient

• Less double-handling

• Consistent language

• Content first + wireframes
• Content guidelines + wordlist
• Edit access to Figma
• Content design system



Content first approach



Validated with user-testing

Participant 1

Participant 2



Outputs



Content guidelines



Content design system



Outcomes
• Closer alignment between design and 

content design
• More efficient – more time to work on 

strategic goals



Case study 2
Navigation and Information Architecture 
(IA): Zunia Help Centre



Problem statement

How can we support user tasks in the moment by 
giving users the right content at the right time?

• No help centre in place for Zunia

• We needed to set one up so our users could self-
service and reduce the workload of our support team



Approach

1.List of top tasks and most common support questions 

2.Synthesised those into topics



Approach
Level 1 & 2 IA mapped out for testing



Tasks

We asked people where they would find help for things 
like…

• Mark the roll for your class

• Record a medical incident

• Check if a student has any allergies

• Find a parent’s phone number



Results 70%
success

81%
direct



Recommendations

1. We saw that we needed to support multiple mental models -
so find help for the same thing in different ways.

Example 

For the task “Record a medical incident”, participants navigated 
to both the “Medical” section and the “Student profile” section. 
So we needed to make sure the help guides for this topic can be 
found in both places. 



Recommendations
2. Participants didn’t find the guide with a long, complex name: 

“Delete, deactivate or reactivate student wellbeing categories”

Changed to:

“Edit or delete student wellbeing categories”

3. People tend to notice the first and last items in a long list. So 
ideally, we would put high priority tasks first and last in a list. 



Outcome



Next steps
Work will be ongoing. We’ll continue to optimise the IA and the 
help centre by… 

• Listening to feedback from support team about findability of 
user guides and any gaps

• Test user guides with schools

• Review the CSAT ratings and comments and look for areas to 
improve

• Monitor number of “views”

• Finance features soon to launch with 30+ user guides. The IA 
and guides will need testing.



Thanks!


